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Characters
Living on the island:
Prospero, deposed Duke of
Milan
Miranda, his daughter
Caliban, his slave
Ariel, a spirit
Other spirits who enact Iris,
Ceres, Juno and hounds
Stranded from the passing
ship:
Alonso, King of Naples
Sebastian, his brother
Ferdinand, Alonso’s son and
heir
Antonio, Prospero’s brother,
the usurping Duke of Milan
Gonzalo, the king's advisor
Francisco, a lord
Stephano, a butler
Trinculo, a jester
On the ship:
Master of the Ship
Boatswain
Mariners
Setting: A Mediterranean island
thought to be uninhabited

Cover image Miranda by J. W.
Waterhouse, late Victorian

Welcome to The Tempest: Shakespeare's Island Exploration
Shakespeare loved a good storm; he used
cataclysms throughout his dramatic canon. In
fact, the First Folio opens with one, since The
Tempest is the first play. The action of Julius
Caesar, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth, Pericles,
and The Winter's Tale all involve violent weather,
the twins in The Comedy of Errors were originally
separated in a storm, but only The Tempest
carries storm into the very title of the play.
The Play's History
Although there is no actual proof, The
Tempest is traditionally viewed as Shakespeare’s
last solo play before he retired from the stage,
written 1611-12. The two plays that ostensibly
follow The Tempest—Henry VIII and Two Noble
Kinsmen—are collaborative efforts with John
Fletcher, the King’s Men's new playwright.
And because The Tempest is Shakespeare’s
second shortest play at just over 2,000 lines and
has such a spare, straightforward yet magical
story centering on a dynastic marriage, it was
revived in the winter of 1612-13 in honor of the
betrothal of his daughter, Princess Elizabeth,
to the Elector Palatine, a German prince—a
dynastic marriage that greatly affected English
history, since all subsequent monarchs descend
from that lineage. Moreover, in the nine scenes
of The Tempest, Shakespeare tells a story that
critics have interpreted politically, religiously,
psychologically, allegorically, and as a colonial
document both pro and con.
Enchantment
Magic more than once links with love in
Shakespeare’s work, but never so simply and
powerfully as here. A father must arrange his
daughter’s marriage, and since she is a princess,
her match must be carefully chosen. Prospero’s
challenge is the greater because he is isolated
on an uncharted island without available princes
or young males of any sort except for Caliban,
who may consider himself “king of the island,”
but that title does not make him a suitable mate
or match for Miranda in her father’s eyes.
If Prospero has to import a prince, it is
lucky he has magic to help him find the one
who can also resolve his own political dilemma.
Ferdinand is the perfect solution to all the family’s
predicaments, past and present—he just has
to be brought to the island and fall in love with
Miranda. A wave of the magic staff and a few
orders to Ariel create a storm that shipwrecks
Prospero’s enemies and the eligible young
prince on the island so that all sorts of unions
and reunions can transpire‚ if the plan works.

Louis Rhead's illustration of the inhabitants of
the isle in 1.2: Caliban, Miranda, and Prospero

The Text for this Production
This ASF production premieres a newly
adapted/transcribed text of The Tempest, part
of an Oregon Shakespeare Festival initiative to
present the plays in modern English.
The idea is that the audience should readily
understand every word, so older or unfamiliar
words and complex rhetorical sentence structures
will be simplified or given clearer expression, as
teachers often do in the classroom. References
and jokes rooted only in the world of 1590-1612
will be updated or universalized. Shakespeare's
fame rests in his language, but many theatres
have for decades been quietly substituting
synonyms for arcane words in Shakespeare and
cutting obscure passages to make a shorter, more
readily playable script. The Oregon initiative is
one more experiment in linking Shakespeare
with a contemporary audience.
ASF previously premiered the Oregon
initiative's production of Timon of Athens, also
adapted by Kenneth Cavander, who considers
his role comparable to a music transcriber, fitting
the tune to a different instrument, the modern
voice.
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"What care these roarers
for the name of king?"

			

—1.1

Opening in a Tempest/ 1.1
Because the first scene of the play opens
not so much in a place as in a sound, “A tempestuous noise of thunder and lightning,” the broad
daylight of the Renaissance outdoor stage is
instantly transformed via imagination to a dark
storm and raging sea. This opening promises a
very short play—a ship breaking up in a storm
with all the characters aboard soon to drown.
We meet the crew and the royal passengers,
all in extremis, some working, some praying,
some cursing, all desperate to survive. At the
end of the scene we hear cries of “we split” and
“farewell,” as if this were the end and death
certain. Yet, in fact, this is just the beginning
of Shakespeare’s play, one that closely follows
the classical unities of time, place, and action
(as does The Comedy of Errors early in
Shakespseare's career). From shipwreck to
reunion and restoration is the matter of a few
hours, as Prospero promises Ariel and thus the
playwright promises his audience.

The Power of Power
The first scene functions as a reality check—
natural forces against political forces—and the
storm wins. On board the ship are a king, a
prince, a duke and assorted other aristocrats,
but as the Boatswain challenges Gonzalo:
You are a councillor; if you can command
these elements to silence and work the peace
of the present, we will not hand a rope more.
Use your authority. If you cannot, give thanks
you have lived so long and make yourself
ready in your cabin for the mischance of the
hour, if it so hap.
Thus, the assumption is that the storm is
meteorological and/or supernatural so mere
human power cannot alter or control it. Yet
Shakespeare engages our basic assumption
about the universe in order to invert it in the
next scene. The juxtaposition of these first two
scenes is one of the great dramatic openings
in the canon.

A Man in a Magic Garment/ 1.2
"…pluck my magic garment
from me."
—Prospero, 1.2

H. C. Selous's title page image
for The Tempest (1830), Prospero
with cape, staff, and book

As the ship splits with all in peril of their lives,
we see a girl dash in and then a man enter, a
man wearing a “magic garment” and carrying
a magic staff. He is a magician, an enchanter,
a wizard, but he calls his power an “art,” thus
he is also an artist, and thereby linked to the
playwright who creates him. Prospero’s ability
to shape and change reality is like
Shakespeare’s at the start of this play.
Miranda is the audience’s link, for she,
too, saw a ship sink and is grieving the
loss of life, yet she knows there is a
possibility that the event was caused
by her father’s art rather than by nature.
The line between illusion and reality that
theatre always dances across during
performance is here celebrated and
explored before our very eyes.
On this island magic is
commonplace; to Miranda it is an
everyday occurrence (how mundane
Italy may seem to her after growing up
amid spirits and spells). We learn as

Miranda learns that all we saw was an illusion,
theatrical “magic,” which as an audience we,
of course, knew but willingly suspended our
disbelief. Once magic enters the play, anything
is possible, and the events seemingly beyond
human control are suddenly very much within
it—with a little help from spells and cooperative
spirits. Another kind of power, another kind
of supernatural element, enters the play, one
linking God and man in theurgy, “white magic,”
a power that the Renaissance thought able to
control weather and other natural phenomena.
For Analysis or Discussion
• Consider how the opening scene works as a
"play" and how many other actions within
The Tempest also work as mini-plays.
What role does illusion/delusion play in the
action?
• How is magic different from art (such as
playwriting)? How are they similar? How
much magic is in the play? How much art
(as in the masque)?
• Prospero has dedicated much of his life
to magic, but he does not seem to have
shared his study with Miranda. Why not?
She's grown up around magic; couldn't
she be a Hermione Granger? What has
her education been?
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Edmund Dulac, Prospero's Private
Study in Milan (1908)

For Analysis or Discussion
• How much were Prospero's
own actions and choices
responsible for the coup in
Milan?
• How does the Sycorax/
Prospero comparison relate
to the Prospero/Antonio
comparison?
• Does the Ariel/Caliban
comparison follow those
comparisons, or do they
work more to describe
internal elements of
Prospero and other
humans?
• Does Shakespeare's strategy
for making the past issues
active in the present work to
heighten the action?
• How might "foul is fair" (the
Macbeth equation) work in
this play?

"What's Past is Prologue": 1.2 and Its Exposition
Because Shakespeare starts the action of
the play so late—we are not really in medias res
so much as ad finem—the events leading up to
this particular confrontation of political figures
and young lovers and the reason a Duke of Milan
is found exiled on an island must be explained.
And explained they are, at length, in
the baldest, most blatant artistic use
of exposition in the canon.
An Italian Past
Prospero sits Miranda down and
finally tells her what happened twelve
years before, a story she has never
heard—that her father is a duke, that his
brother allied with his enemy to usurp
and exile him, that she is princess.
Having never known European society,
these titles and their cachet may not
have the impact they would on any other
Italian girl, but in listening to her father’s
tale, Miranda insightfully asks, “What
foul play had we, that we came from
thence? / Or blessed was 't we did?”
Now, with twelve years of perspective,
Prospero can reply it was both, for he
now feels the hand of Providence in
events, especially in the proximity of
this particular ship to his island at this
crucial moment.
The sort of political coup we see enacted
in many of Shakespeare’s tragedies and
histories, brother against brother spurred by the
lure of a crown or coronet, here is a matter of
narration. A trusted brother betrayed Prospero,
who at that time would rather study than rule.
Yet Shakespeare knows that narration alone
cannot give the audience the danger and
inebriation of ambition—ambition must be
active. Shakespeare obliges, for every plot
line in the action involves some kind of power
play or attempted coup, and the events of the
past are recreated before our eyes as Antonio,
now Duke of Milan, urges Sebastian to usurp
and kill his brother, the King of Naples. We see
how ambition works, but like the shipwreck, the
disaster of this coup is averted by magic.

Sir John Gilbert's
illustration of
Prospero's exile at sea

Power is a formidable lure—Antonio wanted
it and got it; now he feeds Sebastian’s desultory
ambition, possibly for his own gain. Caliban
wants out of bondage, and even Stephano,
the drunken butler, is willing to envision himself
as king of the island. The subplot's literal
drunkenness serves as image for the nature of
ambition, for it intoxicates, in which altered state
men will dare bold, heartless, and selfish deeds.
Yet as this play shows, there is an aftermath, a
time to assess those deeds, as Shakespeare
insists in all his tragedies of power.
Other Parallels
But the exposition extends beyond events
in Italy. Events in Algiers are also important,
for a pregnant woman, Sycorax, accused of
witchcraft, had been exiled from Algiers and
abandoned on the island some years before
Prospero's arrival. She gave birth to Caliban,
whom the First Folio describes as “a savage and
deformed slave,” and locked one of her spirit
servants, Ariel, in a pine tree for refusing her
commands. When she died, Caliban was left
to roam the island alone and Ariel to wail in the
pine until Prospero arrived and released him.
Thus two exiles have been marooned on the
island, Sycorax and Prospero, each with a child,
and both have used magic to command Ariel.
What do the island exiles want? Caliban
wants his freedom. Does Prospero now yearn
more for the political power he ignored than
for magic? Perhaps not, but he has a maturing
daughter who must either become the mate of
Caliban on the island or the wife of a European
prince, and for the latter to occur, Prospero must
resume his political role and abandon magic.
Thus past, present, and future combine in one
climactic afternoon on a small island.
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"Knowing I lov'd my books, he
furnish'd me
From mine own library with
volumes that
I prize above my dukedom."
—Prospero, 1.2

Renaissance Magic
Just prior to the scientific revolution of the 17th
century, magic was proto-science: alchemy
overlapped chemistry, and astrology with
astronomy. Increasingly, mages were
mathematicians and inventors, philosophers
and botanists. Where the medieval practice
of magic sought to stymie or alter natural
processes, this Renaissance magic worked
with nature toward a harmonious goal.
Renaissance handbooks described magic, as
Frances A. Yates points out, "natural magic
operates in the elemental world [of the
terrestrial globe]; celestial magic operates
in the world of the stars, and there is a
highest, religious, magic which operates
in the supercelestial world," so that a truly
powerful mage might conjure celestial spirits
or more to his need. Prospero may aspire
to the highest, but his practice is almost
entirely with elemental magic, and Ariel is an
elemental spirit with higher insights.
Scholars point to several basic views of magic
in the Renaissance. First is the distinction
between theurgy (working of divine or
supernatural agency) and necromancy.
(witchcraft). In this regard, we should contrast
The Tempest with Marlowe's Dr. Faustus, for
Faustus makes a compact with the devil and
his magic is enabled by demons, spirits of the
dead (necro-). Though Prospero early
in act 5 says he has opened graves
and let forth their "sleepers" [but not
apparently demons], that is the only
non-"elemental" action he describes.
Who let the dogs out?
Magic as emblematic and moral
instruction: Stephano, Trinculo,
and Caliban—having gotten
drunk and first been led into
the filthy pool (a potent image),
then distracted from their
murderous plot by the gaudy
clothes (another image)—are
now chased by spirit hounds
under Prospero and Ariel's
direction. Poetic justice, since
what humans like to consider
their "animal" urges have
overcome them.
By contrast, the court's
judgment moment is with a
harpy—half-raptor and halfhuman. (Sir John Gilbert)

The rest of his magic, as he testifies, has been
dimming the sun, calling forth winds, creating
storms, striking some trees with lightning
and uprooting others. Such theurgistic acts
work with nature, guiding it without abusing
it, demonstrating "supremacy over the
natural world by holy magic," natural magic
(of course, the speech paraphrased above
is taken from Ovid's description of Medea,
the potent—and murderous—sorceress of
the ancient world).
Within The Tempest itself, the contrast is directly
between Prospero and the island's former
maven of magic, Sycorax, who is called a
witch and, like Faustus, said to consort with
demons and lower order spirits. The spirits
Prospero commands may be either material
or immaterial. He works, argues critic Frank
Kermode in a pro-magic reading, toward a
goal of natural philosophy, that is, astrology,
alchemy, and ceremonial magic in order
to achieve supernatural virtue—"his Art is
here the disciplined exercise of virtuous
knowledge, a 'translation of merit into
power.'" Kermode explains, "it is a technique
for liberating the soul from the passions,
from nature; the practical application of a
discipline of which the primary requirements
are learning and temperance, and of which
the mode is contemplation." As in alchemy,
such magical practice is a process of selfpurification.
So in that regard you can perhaps compare The
Tempest to The Wizard of Oz or Wicked—are
you a good witch or a bad witch? Is there a
benign, safe magic? Does Glenda play for the
same team as Prospero, although Prospero
has far more historical, philosophical, and
scientific study under his belt? He's not just a
man behind the curtain fabricating illusions?
The late Renaissance goal was to harmonize
the self, to harmonize the study of magic,
and to harmonize the world, to reform it into
a more moral and better ordered place. The
next essential question, of course, is who
gets to define what moral and ordered mean,
and as other critics suggest, Shakespeare
through his characters may begin to ask that
question, too.
In terms of those shipwrecked onto the island,
we can compare the play to Lord of the
Flies, what isolation and "freedom" release
in human nature.
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Above, "Invisible" Ariel singing
to mourning Ferdinand (Louis
Rhead, 1918) and right, Caliban's
"Freedom, high day, freedom!"
(Sir John Gilbert; caption added)

Stage Invisibility
Shakespeare and Marlowe
enjoyed having supposedly
invisible characters on stage but
perfectly visible to the audience,
a setup that adds an extra layer
to the action. It often works as
a joke, but it also emphasizes
that the spirit is unseen, whether
demonic or angelic. Did Prospero
see his brother's action coming?
Why not?
And how do we understand
what a "spirit" is here? A magical
creature? A soul or divine
emanation? Are all "spirits"
external?

Ariel and Caliban: Spirit, Slave, Servant Monster
Prospero is served by two sorts of creatures
left by Sycorax on the island, one a spirit, one
more a recalcitrant body. Together they combine
the four classical elements, for Ariel is described
in terms of air and fire, Caliban in terms of earth
and water. Both seek freedom, but for each
freedom implies a different state.
Ariel
As a spirit, Ariel can enact magical
commands to fetch water from the “Bermoothes”
[Bermuda], to “flame amazement” like lightning
during the supposed tempest, or appear in
various forms, and can sing, watch, and warn.
As much an ally as a servant, Ariel also serves
as a moral arbiter, for in the past Ariel refused
Sycorax’s commands as too foul and was
punished for it, and now Ariel helps Prospero with
his afternoon’s enchantments and at the crucial
moment when everyone except Ferdinand is
spellbound advises which the better course
of action would be—virtue, not vengeance.
In Ariel we see the fantasy of magic, the lure
of enchantment, and the moral discernment
needed in using magic, all of which inform our
view of Prospero and the play.

"Freedom, high day, freedom!"

Caliban
Caliban, on the other hand, has lost his
freedom as a result of his recent attempted
rape of Miranda—animal instincts overcoming
such education and civilizing as Prospero had
provided. Caliban cannot fully understand the
reaction to what he considers his perfectly
normal impulses, but he now finds himself
chained, bound, and suffered to do only heavy
labor. He is now not a servant but, in Prospero’s
terms, a slave. Caliban considers himself an
usurped sovereign on the island and sets out to
reclaim his rights, to liberate himself from exile
and bondage and to regain physical freedom.
In many ways, Caliban’s plight mirrors
Prospero’s, both exiles usurped from their
sovereign power and who set out this day to
regain their rights. Yet Caliban actually goes
from bondage to bondage (as Antonio did in
subjecting Milan to Naples), for in allying himself
with Stephano and Trinculo, he shifts servitude
from one master to another, lesser master.
Prospero, too, in seeking to gain a future for his
daughter, must shift his service from magic to
affairs of state, perhaps a lesser service in his
eyes but one essential to his goal.
Ariel and Caliban are often considered as
aspects of Prospero, psychological or spiritual or
existential dimensions of his humanity, spirit and
body, superego and id, creative and mundane.
Yet they are characters in their own right, and
each does gain freedom at the end. Ariel returns
to the elements, and Caliban—what happens
to Caliban? Does he accompany the Italians
back to Italy, there to become the kind of alien
spectacle Trinculo describes? Or does he remain
on his beloved island—alone? Which would be
the better end for Caliban?
For Analysis or Discussion
• Both Ariel and Caliban want freedom.
Compare/contrast how they each go about
pursuing it.
• Caliban has been educated by Prospero
and Miranda; Ariel has had no such
advantages (nor perhaps needed them).
The Milanese blame Caliban's nature for
his aggressive betrayal. Are they right?
Could there be any other reasons for
Caliban's actions and feelings?
• Do we get any sense of why Ariel is subject
to Sycorax's and Prospero's various
magics? Does Ariel have "short-timer's
syndrome" because he's close to his goal?
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Caliban carrying firewood (above,
and below) making his first entry
from his cave—would-be rapist or
misunderstood native?(both Sir
John S. Gilbert)

What Makes a "Monster"?
Aside from Caliban, Shakespeare's most
notable monster is Richard III, hunchbacked,
lame, with a withered arm—a murderous,
ambitious monomaniac in some people's view.
Medieval theory would suggest his appearance
reflects his inner nature—he is twisted inside
and out. Is such a view relevant to Caliban?
Is he monstrous inside because perceived as
monstrous outside by the Europeans? What
is the basis for "monstrosity"? (Is he the only
"monster"?) Compare Miranda's response to
Ferdinand or to Antonio/the court.
In literature, monsters usually reflect
the dark side of a society's values; monsters
conjure a group's greatest fears, their deepest
selfish drives. Beowulf faces Grendel, Frodo
meets Gollum, Harry Potter confronts Tom
Riddle/Voldemort. Yet as we can see even
from this short list, "monster" is not a generic
term, one size or set of traits fits all. Figuring
out the particular nature of each monstrosity
increases our understanding of both hero and
society; they are a package deal.

For Analysis or Discussion
• Is Caliban a monster? Clarify how you
define the term, and assess his traits
specifically.
• How much of his perceived monstrosity by
the newcomers to the island refers to his
strange or non-European appearance?
Are his inner traits notably different than
theirs? Give specifics. Why does he do
what he does and feel what he feels? Why
do they do what they do and feel what
they feel?
• Compare the nature and nurture of Caliban
and Miranda with Antonio, Sebastian, and
Ferdinand. On the nature/nurture issue,
compare Prospero to Antonio.
• Compare Caliban's energy/body language
in the various illustrations. What is his
attitude to/relationship with Prospero?

Artists' Renderings
Illustrated editions serve to depict
Shakespeare’s characters. Yet description
of Caliban's appearance varies by viewer,
those who know him and those who are just
encountering him. How does the text describe
his appearance? And how old is Caliban?
Prospero in 1.2:
• A freckled whelp … A human shape.…
• 			
What ho! Slave! Caliban!
Thou earth,.…
Thou poisonous slave, got by the devil
himself.…
Trinculo, Stephano, and Caliban in 2.2:
• He smells like a fish … this is … an islander
• this mooncalf? [mooncalf suggests deformity]
• I with my long nails will dig thee pignuts.…
Prospero in 5.1:
•		
This misshapen knave, …
He is as disproportioned in his manners
As in his shape.
Watch the text for other suggestions.
(Left) Actor Beerbohm Tree's Caliban
(Charles A. Buchel, 1905). Tree's last
tableau after Epilogue in his Tempest: "As
the curtain rises again, the ship is seen
on the horizon. Caliban, stretching out his
arms towards it in mute despair. The night
falls, and Caliban is left on the lonely rock.
He is a King once more."

Two defiant Calibans:
(left) Louis Rhead's
and (below) John
Pierre Simon's after
Fuseli (1789). (Above)
H. C. Selous's
disgruntled slave
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Prospero (Sir John Gilbert)

"By accident most strange, bountiful
Fortune,
(Now my dear lady) hath mine enemies
Brought to this shore…"
—Prospero, 1.2

1.2: Island inhabitants
Prospero and Miranda,
magical sleep
Ariel and Caliban 		
Ferdinand [called usurper]
Music		

2.1: Court on island		
Grief and dissent
Antonio/Sebastian murder plot
Spell, magical sleep, warning
				

v

1.1: Shipwreck		
The court		
Mariners		
				
				
			

v

The Tempest has only nine scenes, one of
Shakespeare’s briefest dramatic constructions,
especially considering that he has four groups
of characters to juggle around the island. Look
at the combinations and parallels he builds as
the action progresses:

v

v

v

v

v

2.2: Servants on island
3.1: Lovers Tested
3.2: Servants plotting		
Reunion: Trinculo/Stephano Ferdinand as logbearer
Caliban’s murder plot		
Caliban with new master
Prospero oversees
Drunken argument		
				
Love pledge			
Invisible Ariel: voice/ music		
								
												
3.3: Court’s conscience
4.1: Spirit Spectacles
5.1: Reunion and restoration
Magical banquet/ harpy
Prospero blesses union
Prospero into Milanese robes
Music and spell		
Spirits=goddesses in masque Court in charmed circle, awakened
Grief and guilt		
Interruption by Caliban’s plot
Prospero restored to dukedom
Prospero oversees
Display of finery for servants
Ferdinand and Miranda revealed
				
Prospero oversees		
Alonso and court bless the match
				
Spirit hounds attack servants Mariners in, news of restored ship
								Servants in, reunion with masters
								Ariel freed; Caliban acknowledged

v

by William
Shakespeare;
adapter Kenneth
Cavander

Now consider how the following issues weave through the play:

The lovers' chess game—also an
image since the goal of chess
is to "mate" the other player
(Walter Crane, 1893)

• willing and unwilling service (servants, slave)
—Ariel, Caliban, Ferdinand, Trinculo, Stephano,
							Antonio, Sebastian, mariners
• drunkenness, ambition			
—Antonio and Sebastian; Caliban, Stephano,
							
Trinculo
• usurpation, usurpers, changing allegiance
—Ferdinand (accused), Caliban, Antonio,
							Sebastian, Stephano
• murder plots				
—courtiers on Alonso, servants on Prospero
• Ariel’s warnings 			
—to Gonzalo about murder plot, to Prospero
							about murder plot
• punishment, torment			
—Caliban with physical harm; Ferdinand with
						
carrying logs; court with grief (shipwreck) ,
						
madness, guilt (harpy); servants with being
							
led through briars into stinking pool and
						chased by hounds
• use of spells and music to stop, charm, lead
—Ferdinand in 1.2; courtiers in 2.1, 3.3, 5.1;
						servants in 3.2
• sexuality and chastity			
—Caliban’s desire for Miranda: Ferdinand’s
							pledge; Prospero’s ongoing concern
• Prospero overseeing; Ariel enacting
—all plot lines
How does Shakespeare use his interweaving plot lines? How does he enrich/complicate issues?
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Genre: The Tempest as Romance
Shakespeare's last plays are called his
romances—a form that shapes fairy tales, the
medieval King Arthur tales, and many films. While
in the broadest sense their action is comic, it is
comedy that restores more than laughs.
Romance is defined by its structure; in
simple terms, it integrates, disintegrates, and
reintegrates. Put in other terms, romance deals
with:
• separation, errancy, and loss
and ends with:
• reintegration, recovery, and return.
It is a comforting form for fallible humans,
and it fits the heroic monomyth pattern
wherein one must leave, learn, and return.
In whatever society a romance
begins, it usually plunges its protagonists
into the wild to be tested. If they succeed,
they not only return but often return to
marriage. So you have to get lost before
you are found or can find yourself.
In Shakespeare’s romances—
Pericles, Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale,

and The Tempest, written at the end of his
career—separation, loss, intrigue, young lovers,
and generational relationships, especially fathers
and daughters, all figure in the action. Pericles
and The Winter’s Tale cover the growth of a
child from infancy to marriage, while Cymbeline
covers a matter of months. Only The Tempest
compresses the story into an afternoon, when
any return seems virtually impossible unless
one has magic and the need or will to return.
All the others get lost; Prospero has been lost
and now must consider reintegration.
All these plays offer the miracle of a second
chance. The endings show Shakespeare’s
greatest insight on the power of forgiveness,
on suffering that breaks through to wisdom and
possibilities, on disaster averted and hope for
the future. The reunions of parents and children
or of separated spouses thought to be dead can
be quite moving. Moreover, each of these plays
contains a vision or some masque element,
capitalizing on the Jacobean court's fascination
with display and spectacular entertainment.

About the Masque

Ferdinand, separated from the
court group, has his love tested
with "service": here Miranda
offers to help him carry the logs
(Walter Crane, 1893)

Court entertainment was big
business in the early 17th century, and
a masque became the answer to the
court’s needs to be entertained and to
participate in the entertainment.
Inigo Jones designed elaborate and
expensive sets and costumes for King
James in Whitehall Palace, sets using
the latest proscenium design/Italianate
technology to create wonders—vistas that would
open to reveal hidden grottos or woodlands,
clouds that would descend bearing goddesses.
Ben Jonson wrote many of the scripts for
these allegorical masques, but he soon realized
that the emphasis was more on spectacle than
on his elegant verse.
Singing and dancing were vital elements of
masques, and at the end of the pageantry the
entire company invited the spectators to join a
final dance. Shakespeare’s classical goddesses
singing blessings on Ferdinand and Miranda
provide a mini-masque in The Tempest, an
entertainment interrupted before the lovers, a
future ruling couple, get to join the dance.
In a way, all of Ariel's disguises—sea nymph,
harpy, organizer of the spirit dogs—are masquelike elements as well.

Inigo Jones's
Renaissance
costume designs
for court masques:
(left) a naiad, a
water spirit; (below)
a fiery spirit
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Prospero and Others: Suffering A Sea Change
Full fathom five thy father lies.
Of his bones are coral made.
Those are pearls that were his eyes.
Nothing of him that doth fade
But doth suffer a sea change
Into something rich and strange.
(1.2)

In a dangerous storm, 1.1
(Walter Crane, 1893)

A Vengeful Romance?
Vengeance for perceived
wrongs drives part of two other
Shakespeare romances; does
it also figure in this one? Check
the tenets of revenge below and
decide how far this romance
might follow the pattern:
• the discovery of a wrong,
often murder
• a need to find "who done it,"
for that is often unknown or
secret for a time
• a need for justice but the
inability to get it because the
wrongdoer is in power
• derangement or madness
on the part of the avenger
• a passage of time between
discovery of the wrong and
the enactment of revenge
• a means to inflict worse loss
on the other than you felt
• a play within a play as part
of the elaborate plan for
revenge
• a pile of bodies at the
end
• the avenger not surviving
his revenge

Ariel's song to Ferdinand announces a
major theme in this play, one that sounds its final
notes in the conclusion of 5.1, as Gonzalo asks,
Was Milan thrust from Milan, that his issue
Should become kings of Naples? O, rejoice
Beyond a common joy, and set it down
With gold on lasting pillars: In one voyage
Did Claribel her husband find at Tunis,
And Ferdinand, her brother, found a wife
Where he himself was lost; Prospero his
dukedom
In a poor isle; and all of us ourselves
When no man was his own.
The experiences of the present and the past
all involve a sea change, an exile from men’s
usual duty and reputation and position, a kind
of psychological litmus test wherein impulse,
desire, loyalty, and resentment are revealed,
an inverse “Survivor”—this time you’re voted
onto the island—that realigns and clarifies
human lives.
• But does the sea change just their circumstances
or actually change them? Is revelation of
inner nature or impulses "change"?
Prospero suffers the loss of his dukedom
and twelve years' exile on the island, much as
he may have appreciated the uninterrupted study
and practice of magic. Everyone in the play is
tested, perhaps no one more than Prospero,
who, after all these years, finally has his enemies
in his power, and what a power it is. He can
make them sorry, he can made them hurt, he
can take something precious away from them,
but is that enough? Should he sail away and
leave them on the island? Should he kill them?
Torture them further? What does he intend at
the beginning—to punish or to forgive? Ariel
counsels pity and forgiveness in 5.1, the spirit
counseling the human on the finer (spiritual)
points of humanity.

Finding oneself is central to the concerns
of romance and of The Tempest. Some of
Stephano's grandiose dreams, mirroring the
ambitious schemes of Antonio and Sebastian,
are brought back to reality (or sobriety) in the
final reunion, when everyone finds his true
place again. The most important “true place”
discovered in the course of the play, however,
is Miranda’s, the girl who barely remembers
Milan and who, without the shipwreck, will never
be a princess or a wife, but simply the victim of
Caliban’s urge to people the isle. Antonio may
be unrepentant or disaffected, Caliban may seek
for grace or just good riddance to the Europeans
on “his” island, but at the heart of the play is love
and marriage, a dynastic union, a social bond
that pledges hope for the future, as it does in so
many of Shakespeare’s comedic plays.
Prospero's Busy Afternoon
• realize ship with Alonso and Ferdinand is
close by
• arrange tempest with Ariel and spirits,
during which Ariel lands court party on
various parts of the island and stows ship
• change Ariel to a sea nymph to lead
Ferdinand to Miranda
• realize threat to Alonso and send Ariel to
wake the courtiers
• check on lovers and oversee their progress
(but not too much progress)
• have Ariel check on Caliban (3.2)
• have Ariel become harpy and threaten/
derange court party with idea of judgment
for the coup; arouse their consciences
• wedding masque organized by Ariel;
oversee progress of lovers; remember
Caliban's plot and proximity; charm spirits
to display finery and become hounds
• get Ariel's help to re-garb as Duke of Milan;
magic circle; chat with each member of
court while spellbound; reveal self and
get back dukedom; reveal Ferdinand alive
and get Alonso's blessing on marriage;
reveal ship as sound; deal with Caliban
(forgive?); promise to tell entire story; plan
homeward voyage with Ariel; free Ariel;
break staff; drown books
So how much organizational skill must
Prospero have? How much changes for
Prospero in one afternoon? Predict his
future and his degree of satisfaction.
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In Sam Mendes' 1993 RSC
production, a Nehru-jacketed and
impassive Ariel (Simon Russell
Beale) dutifully served Prospero
(Alec McCowen) until freed, when
he paused and then spat in his face
before leaving, a strong anti-colonial
move.

• Following the autobiograpical
and pro- and anti-colonial
critical views of the play,
more recent readings have
looked at the travel aspect,
the Roman elements, the
Mediterranean implications,
and playhouse conditions
more precisely (Miranda
as audience, Ariel as boy
actor, the acting company
as "bound" to the manager).
Another interesting view plays
the "continent" mindset
(collective, governed) against
the "island" mindset (isolated,
individual, non-conformist) as
it reveals cultural tensions in
the Renaissance.

Theatrical and Critical Responses to The Tempest
When the Restoration re-opened English
theatres following their 1642 closure by the
Puritans, The Tempest was re-written by
Dryden and Davenant in 1667 for the farcical
potential of young lovers (now doubled)
discovering the other gender for the first
time. Even Caliban and Ariel got female
cognates, thus burying the rest of the story.
Later Enlightenment stagings treated the
play as a "charming fantasy," a fairy tale.
The Romantic era offered several new takes
on the play: Coleridge, pro-Prospero, in
1811 first called Shakespeare's later plays
"romances" and linked them to the ancient
and medieval romance tradition, while
Hazlitt was pro-Caliban. In 1838
Thomas Campbell first read the
acknowledged theatrical elements
as autobiographical. Thus viewed,
Shakespeare becomes Prospero
and the Epilogue his farewell to the
stage as he retires to Stratford and
death some four years later.
By the late 19th century, the
profound influence of Darwin's
findings and theories took form on
stage with a series of "missing link"
Calibans, the first of which, F. R.
Benson in the 1890s, used simian make-up
and his study of monkeys and baboons at
the London Zoo to express his character,
in which he hung upside down from tree
branches and chattered angrily at Prospero.
His performance affected actors for almost
75 years. Some reviewers noted racial
ideas in the characterization, and others
saw class commentary: "His expressions of
sullen malignity and revengeful discontent
might have been used … in the present
day in countries where the peasants are
downtrodden, ignorant and superstitious."
Some subquent actors varied the approach
with a more fish-, seal-, or walrus-like
approach to the "link."
Simultaneous with Benson's performance was
Beerbohm Tree's (1900), with its final tableau
of Caliban stretching out his arms in "despair"
to the disappearing ship. It established the
Imperialist view of the play: "Caliban is lost
without the civilizing influence exerted upon
him by Prospero and his companions; the
islander needs the Europeans…." Here, at
the Empire's peak, even as it began to wane,
the belief was "they need us," and Prospero
stood for wise government.

The colonial view twisted again with Jonathan
Miller's 1970 London production that cast
black actors as both Ariel and Caliban, Ariel
the Europeanized native servant, politely
compliant, and Caliban the field worker,
separated from his tribal identity and prey to
alcoholism—or, using other labels, the Uncle
Tom and the rebel. Famously, at the end of
this production Ariel picked up Prospero's
broken staff. Now the colonial interpretation
had multiple sides and angles, and cultural
materialism and new historicism in criticism
then mined the implications, often taking the
anti-colonial view.
The colonial angles bring us back to the
Renaissance, given that a likely source for
the plot is the Bermuda pamphlets, based on
a 1609 wreck in Bermuda of a ship sailing to
the Jamestown colony and chronicled in such
memoirs as William Strachey's 1610 letter,
True Reportory of the Wrack, which links
the shipwreck-island-colonist scenario to
the completion of the voyage. Shakespeare
invented all the rest.
The play's island may be in the Mediterranean,
but to Shakespeare's contemporaries,
voyages involving islands first meant to
Ireland and then ventured further afield,
usually to the New World or the Far
East, lands of riches open to conquest or
domination. Spain, Portugal, and England
were especially active in claiming and
colonizing the Americas. The Eurocentric
idea of savage natives ready for civilizing,
the beckoning treasures of new raw materials
and precious metals, new lands to claim
and govern under the sovereign flag filled
the minds of monarchs, magnates, and
merchants alike and was the talk of London.
Seen from the other side, from the end of the long
era of colonial domination and exploitation,
the confident air of conquest must face
the perspective of the culture that was
unacknowledged, obscured, and in some
cases almost eradicated by "the sword and
the torch" (ostensibly of civilization, actually
of raw power). Caliban thus becomes the
spokesman for the oppressed, for the native
culture, the colonized.
Does Shakespeare assume the hegemonic
superiority of the European view, or does
he voice both sides of the dynamics of
vessels landing on foreign shores and the
assumptions made?
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The "wonder" of new love—
Ferdinand and Miranda's first
meeting (Walter Crane, 1893)

The Play's Metaphors
Reuben A. Brower cites several
patterns of metaphor that shape
the play,
• strange-wondrous
• sleep-and-dream
• sea-tempest
• music-and-noise
• earth-air
• slavery-freedom
• sovereignty-conspiracy
along with the major "sea change"
metaphor.
Analysis and Discussion
• Compare Prospero's epilogue
to Puck's epilogue in A
Midsummer Night's Dream.
How many shared issues
and images are there?
Both plays include magic;
how might that affect the
epilogues?
• Compare Prospero's "revels"
speech to Jaques' "All the
world's a stage" in As You
Like It, 2.7.

Appreciating the Poetry
Prospero may have “the big speeches,” but
Caliban also has a surprisingly lyrical response to
life on the island. The young lovers revel in love
lyrics, and Ariel uses a feast of imagery. Watch
and assess the array of poetic expression in the
play. Interrupting the masque, Prospero says:
PROSPERO:
Our revels now are ended. These our
actors,
As I foretold you, were all spirits and
Are melted into air, into thin air;
And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,
The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous
palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.		
(4.1)
The metatheatrical imagery here, the
references to the great “Globe” and actors, lend
this speech about human existence a special
poignance for theatre professionals.
The other major speech with special
theatrical poignance is Prospero's epilogue,
affectionately (if perhaps erroneously) known
as "Shakespeare's farewell to the stage," even
though he co-wrote two or more plays after The
Tempest. Like all epilogues, the speech asks
for applause, but here that links to the essential
vulnerability of the mere human, without power
or art, being judged by a greater force.
PROSPERO:
Now my charms are all o'erthrown,
And what strength I have's mine own,
Which is most faint: now, 'tis true,
I must be here confin'd by you,
Or sent to Naples. Let me not,
Since I have my dukedom got,
And pardon'd the deciever, dwell
In this bare island by your spell;
But release me from my bands
With the help of your good hands:
Gentle breath of yours my sails
Must fill, or else my project fails,
Which was to please. Now I want
Spirits to enforce, Art to enchant;
And my ending is despair,
Unless I be reliev'd by prayer,
Which pierces so, that it assaults
Mercy itself, and frees all faults.
As you from crimes would pardon'd be,
Let your indulgence set me free.

Caliban opens the play cursing and abusing
Prospero, but we see another side to him and
his relation to nature and "his" enchanted island
when he sees Stephano's distress at its oddity:
CALIBAN:
Be not afeard. This isle is full of noises,
Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight
and hurt not.
Sometimes a thousand twangling
instruments
Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes
voices
That, if I then had waked after long sleep,
Will make me sleep again; and then, in
dreaming,
The clouds methought would open and
show riches
Ready to drop upon me, that when I waked
I cried to dream again.
(3.2)
This testimony to the natural or enchanted
atmosphere of the island and its effect upon
the resident is sandwiched between details of
Caliban’s murder plot. How much of the sound
design for the production enhances the effect
of his words?
— — — — —
Ferdinand and Miranda have their own
love-at-first-sight encounter, an open, gentle
dialogue of discovery. Notice that, like Romeo,
Ferdinand uses the imagery of prayer, though
he does not immediately beg a kiss (of course,
her father is standing right there).
FERDINAND: [seeing Miranda]
Most sure, the goddess
On whom these airs attend!—Vouchsafe
my prayer
May know if you remain upon this island,
And that you will some good instruction give
How I may bear me here. My prime
request,
Which I do last pronounce, is—O you
wonder!—
If you be maid or no?
MIRANDA:
No wonder, sir,
But certainly a maid.		
(1.2)
Courtly love lyrics never more easily fused
the sense of the beautiful with the divine in
the beloved than in this simple speech. The
beloved is often referred to as a goddess, but
here Ferdinand, lost and grieving alone in a
strange place, expects wonders and finds them,
enhanced by the fact that Miranda’s name
derives from the Latin for “wonder.”
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The Tempest on Film
Take the word of one of the Shakespeareon-film authors—"the [Tempest] is obviously
seen as a challenge to film directors for many
have seen it as a means of personal expression.
The public, therefore, has little or nothing to turn
to for a faithful presentation of it on screen."
That has been true for ages.Shakespeare's
creativity makes directors feel they have to outcreate him. Go back to 1956 and Forbidden
Planet—MGM's Tempest as outer
space/id-monster movie. Or Derek
Jarman's 1979 camp film of The
Tempest with its own share of nudity
and Elizabeth Welch singing "Stormy
Weather" as the goddess/masque.
Paul Mazursky's 1982 Tempest film
of dysfunctional modern marriage
partners holidaying separately on
Greek isles sacrifices the story's magic
and clout.

Above, Ariel (Ben
Whishaw) and Prospera
(Helen Mirren) in Julie
Taymor's 2010 film,
and right, Prospera and
Miranda with Caliban
(Djimon Hounsou)

Then there are the wonders and excess
of Peter Greenaway's exuberantly designed
spectacle, his 1991 film Prospero's Books,
which offers John Gielgud as Prospero and as
the voice of every other character as well, an
aural treat. An athletic/balletic Caliban (Michael
Clark) and an array of variously-aged Ariels
support the trope of writing the play amid an
opulent court peopled by a plethora of nude
Dutch extras/"spirits."
Julie Taymor's 2010 film has lovely moments
and fine Ariel and Caliban performances, but
Prospero is Prospera (Helen Mirren) as an
island alchemist, not magician, so it riffs on
Shakespeare and adds other issues.
But at last there is one that faithfully and
inventively offers the magic of Shakespeare—
the 2010 Stratford,Ontario Tempest directed by
Des McAnuff and starring Christopher Plummer,
filmed live from stage. If you want video in the
classroom, use this one. There's something very
right about having a strong stage production.

Stratford (Ontario)
Festival's 2010 Tempest
with Christopher Plummer
as Prospero, Dion
Johnstone as Caliban and
Julyana Soelistyo as Ariel

Peter Greenaway's
1991 Prospero's
Books with Michael
Clark as Caliban,
John Gielgud as
Prospero,and an array
of Ariels.
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"No man is an island,
entire of itself: every man is a
piece of the continent, a part
of the main."
—John Donne, Meditation 18

"You are three men of sin"
(illustration by Edmund Dulac)

Activities for Working with The Tempest
ISLANDS
• Recent criticism has considered The
Tempest in terms of the implications of its
geography—island ideas vs. continent ideas.
The continent is the established, known,
communal mode of thought. The island is
not attached to that set of ideas; it thinks its
own individual thoughts—here, sometimes
rebellious thoughts or, more benignly, the "if
I could rule, how would I do it" variety. So:
—Did Prospero make himself an island with
his magic, even while in Milan? What is the
relationship of what he seeks to what others
seek in Italy/Europe? On the island, what
are Prospero's "island" thoughts? Has he
wanted to return to the continent since Day
1 on the island?
—Suddenly everyone from the mainland finds
himself "islanded" in the play. What is the
difference between their individual thoughts
and their former thoughts/behavior? Is it
just this particular island or is it "freedom"/
individuality in general? Does everyone
change/act out on the island? If so, why? If
not, why not?
—Is John Donne right in his comment at left?
Unless we are "island born" (like Caliban), can
we ever step fully beyond our "continent" of
background and beliefs from the "continent"
of our origin? To what extent do the court
figures still behave as if they are in Italy or
about to return there imminently? Compare
the court with the servants in this regard.
Since Caliban is island born, and the only one in
the play so born, do we see him as typical of
"island thought" or is his experience unique?
How and why?
PLAYING THE ROLE
• If you were playing Prospero, what are your
greatest concerns at the top of 1.2? when
you deal with the courtiers? when you deal
with Caliban? when you deal with Ferdinand
and Miranda? How do you feel when you
finally look Antonio in the eye at the end?
On this high-stakes afternoon are you steady
and focused or are you emotionally divided
and caught off-guard at times? Do you have
a total plan from the start, or do you have
to improv at times? Where, if so? What is
the balance of punish vs. forgive in your
intentions? Explain how your Prospero would
think and behave.

• If you were playing Alonso or Antonio, what are
your major concerns when you find yourself
in a shipwreck and then marooned on an
island? How does the apparent death of
Ferdinand affect you and your ideas? How
do your respond when the harpy says you've
been judged and are being punished? Do
you mentally plead guilty or innocent? What's
your first thought when you come out of the
spell and see Prospero standing in front of
you? Is your inner response restitution and
apology or a new plan or kiss it goodbye?
Why? What is the nature of your future?
• If you were playing Ariel or Caliban, what, if
anything, does the event of the shipwreck
mean to you? What are your abilities and
what is your current goal? How did you end
up without your "freedom"? What kind of
dominant force is magic? How do you deal
with it? Are you part of it; do you know it?
What motivates you in the action? If given
"freedom" in the end, what will you do with it?
• If you were playing Ferdinand, how do you
respond to shipwreck? how do you respond
to the fact that you can't find your father or
any other courtier? What does being on this
island mean to you, mean to your future?
What effect does the sight of Miranda have?
Do you think "spring break!" or "marriage"?
You just came from your sister's presumably
arranged marriage; has Dad been planning
an arranged marriage for you? Is marriage
on your radar? What does marriage mean to
you as a young man? as a prince?
How does this young woman compare to others
you've met? Is she just the only girl on the
island, so…? Is it easy to control yourself if
you think she's super-hot and you sometimes
find yourself alone with her? And how do you
take being ordered around by Prospero?
What effect does the masque and the magic
have on you? What do you make of Prospero
after that? How do you respond to seeing your
father again? Do you kneel to him, embrace
him, or wait for his move? How do you now
explain the big political/patriarchal marriage
decision you just made on your own?
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Activities for Working with The Tempest/ 2
RENAISSANCE CONTEXT
• Research magic, theurgy, and necromancy
in the Renaissance. Were there really
magicians? (You may be surprised.) If so,
what could they do? What did they do? Were
they active at royal courts?
—How does this interest in magic link with or
affect the rise of science and the scientific
method in the Renaissance?
—Do computers give us skills to behave like
modern magicians, not limited to reality but
able to follow our imaginations and desires
in new ways? Assign computer-related roles
(gurus, moguls, hackers, etc.) to the characters in the play. Make the entire play about
a corporate takeover or a website invasion?
(After all, there's already been a film version
of The Tempest set in outer space—The
Forbidden Planet (1956), a psychological
thriller (Caliban as id). Could you re-set
The Tempest in Star Wars terms? In Harry
Potter terms? In Lord of the Rings terms?

H. C. Selous's illustration of the
masque, here a vision rather than a
corporeal performance. How could
you put a vision on stage?

MICROCOSM
• In literature, ships and islands
are often used to suggest
social microcosms, closed
spaces that contain an array
of types and classes. How
might 1.1 work as such a
microcosm? Does the island
work differently? Does the
island work as an emblematic
entity for society or the
individual?

• The Jacobean masque was not just an
elaborate excuse to support the arts and
self-indulgently blow money on a huge,
spectacular party. Modern critics have
argued that there was a message in the
masquing, that across Europe monarchs
used masques "to justify the concentration
of power in the hands of monarchs, who
were depicted as ruling by merit and divine
right." As an idealized vision of monarchy, a
masque moved "from disorder to order with
the ruler as transforming agent" (Brockett,
History of the Theatre). What happens if we
read every aspect of the play politically, even
the masque? What are the implications? Is
the overall effect one of confirming the status
quo or has anything new occurred? Which
is the monarch's role in the play?
• For the past several decades, the issue of
colonialism has filled criticism about The
Tempest. This one island colony, repeatedly
invaded and domineered by mainland forces,
is a test case for issues and ideas. Consider
the pros and cons of the colonial issue in
the play and decide if it is still relevant in
our world.

ART AND MUSIC
• What one image could you draw or collage to
express The Tempest for a show poster?
What qualities and ideas would you most
want to express or appeal to?
If, instead, you picked one scenario, which one
would you pick? Why? Make your design.
• Costume Ariel and the spirits. What does a
spirit look like? What, if anything, does it
wear? Ariel has a host of costume changes—
what is each? If you had a small budget,
how would you costume Ariel? If you had a
Broadway budget, how would you costume
Ariel? Would you cast a man or a woman?
If you could CG Ariel, what would you do?
What essential traits are it important that
Ariel and his costumes suggest? Discuss and
demonstrate your drawn or collaged choices.
• In the play, the masque is a human art form
(one both the Naples and Milan courts
would be accustomed to) here performed
by spirits, so the best of both artistic worlds
could be involved (possibility and artistry).
Shakespeare gives us Greek goddesses
of marriage, fertility, and the rainbow
respectively. Costume these spirit-played
goddesses. How elaborate should the
masque be? Does it have a real or apparent
set? Go online and look at some of Inigo
Jones's set designs for royal masques in the
17th century. Can you use or adapt any of
his ideas? How different would your choices
be if you were designing for film rather than
for stage?
• As Caliban says, "The isle is full of noises, /
Sounds and sweet airs…," and Ariel is often
singing. We have the lyrics for the songs but
not always the Renaissance tunes.
—Write tunes for the lyrics Shakespeare
provides in the context of each song (what
is Ariel's objective? what mood and feeling
does he need to evoke?). What should a
Tempest sound like?
—Write your own songs for the places in the
script Shakespeare calls for music. What
needs to be said and how? What style of
music will express that today? Since ASF
is doing a "transcribed" script, adapt the
music, too.
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